Port Sunlight model settlement near Liverpool is built by Lever
T heBrothers
to accommodate its workers. The garden village combined

2

German physician Bernhard Christoph Faust
T hepublishes
his book, ”Sonnenbaulehre” (Manual for

model industrial housing (providing materially decent conditions) with the
architectural and landscape values of the garden suburb – in antithesis
to the grim, densely built industrial city of Liverpool.

concluding that at levels above 1.000 ppm,
indoor air quality becomes poor.

Building with the Sun), in which he outlines his principles of
health-oriented architecture and urban design. He states:
“Human dwellings should be oriented towards the sun:
… and people should have free light, free air, free life
from pole to pole.”

children in New York City
O bserving
who were exposed to sunlight on the
roof of the hospital for a period of several
months, Hess and Unger find that sunlight
is an effective treatment of rickets.
Nobel Prize for medicine is awarded to Dr. Niels Finsen, the Danish
T hephysician
and scientist who discovered that ultraviolet radiation could

Bernhard Christoph Faust

1806

1850-1900

Alfred F. Hess

treat Lupus Vulgaris, a form of tuberculosis thought to be incurable.

Max Josef von Pettenkofer

1858

1859

1888

1898

Howard publishes To-Morrow:
E benezer
”A Peaceful Path to Real Reform or Garden

100.000-120.000 people
A ndieestimated
of tuberculosis every year in Germany
alone, with the working classes – living in
overcrowded urban workers’ districts – most
affected.

Cities of To-Morrow”. Garden Cities aimed to
avoid the urban poverty, overcrowding, lack
of sanitation, poor ventilation, infectious
disease and lack of interaction with nature,
that were so common in the industrial cities
of the time.

Nightingale, the pioneer of modern
F lorence
nursing, considers sunlight vital in providing a
healthy environment for the sick: “Direct sunlight, not
only daylight, is necessary for speedy recovery”.
Florence Nightingale

1903

1903

1921

by Niels Finsen’s findings, the physician
I nspired
Auguste Rollier founds a sanatorium in Leysin
(Switzerland) in which he introduces sunlight therapy.
In the following decades, as many as 18 sanatoriums
were erected by Rollier in Leysin. In total, by 1946,
there were 80 sanatoriums for 3,500 patients
in Leysin.
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erman chemist Max Josef von Pettenkofer
G defines
CO parameters for indoor spaces,

Architecture), one of the most important
manifestoes of modern architecture,
writing: “Every man today realizes the
need of sun, of warmth, of pure air
and clean floors.”

Modernist model settleO ther
ments based on the “light, air

Amsterdam Open-Air School
T heopens,
built by Jan Duiker.

and openness” principle are built in
European cities: Brno (1928),
Breslau/Wroclaw (1929), Basel (1930),
Brussels (1930), Zürich (1931),
Prague (1932) and Vienna (1932).

undertaken in the
E xperiments
USA and the UK between 1941

Contrary to previous open-air
schools, which sought to cure sick
children, this school was explicitly
designed for children in good health.
All four sides of the building had
continuous window sections.

and 1944 demonstrate the extraordinary
and remarkable effectiveness of sunlight
in killing the streptococci bacteria.
Antibiotics are used against tuberculosis
for the first time.

“sick building syndrome” is
T heusedterm
for the first time to describe a

2005-2015, the VELUX Group built 26 Active Houses in 12 countries.
F rom
Six of the projects, (as part of the Model Home 2020 initiative) were tested by

variety of symptoms such as irritation of
the eyes, nose, throat and skin; headaches;
asthma-like symptoms; infectious diseases
and other general health problems – all
attributed to poor indoor air quality in
buildings.

resident families, and monitored in depth on technical and social performance.
Two key conclusions from the data collected were that: 2020 regulations can be
fulfilled and exceeded with existing technologies and knowledge; and, perhaps
more importantly, that these “healthy” homes improved residents’ health and
well-being – even showing the potential to alleviate chronic diseases, typically
related to allergies. Sunlighthouse [pictured] was the Model Home built in
Austria.

Group launches the RenovActive
V ELUX
concept within the “Bon Air” Garden City,
constructed on the edge of Brussels in early 1920.
A healthy indoor climate – the same key concern
that led to the creation of garden cities – bases
on the Active House principles, where comfort is
king. The RenovActive case is a concrete example in
an urban social housing framework to demonstrate
that affordable renovations can promote health.

Le Corbusier

1927

1921-32

1928

1930

1 April 1941

1942

1941-44

1980’s and 1990’s

2002

Mid-1980

2010

2015

2016

Annual theme: Home improvement

Annual theme: Home improvement

22

23

How hot is
home improvement?

Annual theme:
Home improvement

Europeans have been asked if they plan home
improvement projects and what kind of projects they are planning. In Italy home improvement is hot. It’s not in Hungary. See how hot
home improvement is in Europe and what kind
of projects are planned.

HE

Home improvement
– a favourite European pastime

ALTH
Hot

Group initiates a a pan-European study on
V ELUX
14.000 Europeans perceptions of housing, health

H EALTH

Europeans spend large
amounts of time and money
each year on improving their
homes. The amount of money
spent varies significantly
between the European countries and so do the favourite
improvement projects.

What drives wellbeing at home
14
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A lot of new bathrooms and kitchens will see the
light of day in Europe in 2015. Among Europe’s
house owners, 44 % are considering installing
a new bathroom or modifying or repairing their
Size plays a large role in creating satisfaction and wellbeing inexisting
the
bathroom within the 12 month period.
home, but all eight drivers below contribute to wellbeing at home.
However, the list of projected European home im-
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Europeans’ home satisfaction?
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Group

provement projects is long.
There are great variations between countries
when looking at what projects are “hot”.
In Poland, one in three expects to improve their
bathroom. Better bathrooms are also high on the
agenda in the UK, Germany, France, Czech Republic, Italy and Hungary. In comparison, only 9 % of
the Danes have plans for their bathrooms, and

1

When it comes to heating, Hungary, Poland and
Italy lead the pack. Insulation is in highest demand
in Italy, France, Hungary and Poland, whereas
windows are most in demand in Hungary, Italy,
Norway and the UK.

Although the need for home improvement could be
expected to follow the age of the building, this does
not seem to be the case. There is no relationship between the age of the building and how much money
will be spent on building materials in the year to
come. Similarly, there is no significant correlation
between the age of the building and different home
improvement projects such as installing new windows, heating, insulation, kitchen or bathroom.

In terms of the amount home owners plan to
spend within the next 12 months, there are indications of a slight increase in spending. 35 %
are planning to spend more on building materials
compared to the preceding 12 months, 37 % plan
to spend the same, whereas 29 % will be spending less. The biggest spending increases are expected in Hungary, where 46 % will increase their
spending, followed by Poland and Norway, then
Italy and Austria.

It may be no surprise,Hbut
EALTthe
H strongest driver for
planning to spend money on home improvement
is dissatisfaction with the current home. Among
those Europeans who are more or less dissatisfied
with their current home, almost half plan to spend
more on buildingM materials. Among those most
E
E
T to spend more. However,
satisfied, only 29 % Nplan
spending continues even among those most satisfied, with 61 % spending either more or the same
amount as in the previous 12-month period.

they are also in low demand in Norway, Netherlands, and Austria. The picture is similar when it
comes to new kitchens.

Size of home

Good
neighbourhood

3

Walls

Floors

Insulation

Kitchen

Heating

4

Windows

Quality of sleep

Which of the following changes to your
home are you expecting to make within the
next 12 months. Changes include installing
new, replacing, repairing or modifying:

Indoor climate
Temperature and fresh air

5

Energy costs
The healthy
Homes Baromete
and Moritz
r research
Fedkenhe
is led
uer, M.A.
Social Science, by Prof. Dr. Dr.
c.
Humboldt

Bernd Wegener
University
Berlin

Daylight

Insulation
Walls

Windows
Extension
Air conditioning

Key findings:
• The healthy home is a happy home
• Home wellbeing and energy savings drive renovation
• Healthy homes are an underestimated public health factor
57%
•53%
Daylight
and fresh air help people feel at home

Maybe

Total

As many
50%
21 % as 23
% of
44all
% Europeans are only moderately or even
less satisfied
with their
current home. If we are to improve home
18 %
21 %
39 %
satisfaction, we need to understand what it is about Europeans’
%
22 im-portant
%
39 %
homes17that
is
for wellbeing in the home. In this year’s
Barometer,
eight pieces of the puzzle.
16 % we
22 %have
38identified
%
19 %

19 %

38 %

Comfort is king. This was the message from Europeans when asked in the 2015 Healthy Homes
14 %
20 % was
34the
% one thing EuBarometer.
Home comfort
ropeans saw as the most important when mov%home.
20The
% Barometer
34 % also showed
ing to a 14
new
that fresh air and daylight were important for this
8%
12 %
20 %
home comfort.

%
13
% Barometer
19 %
With the 6Healthy
Homes
2016, we
move an important step closer to answering the
crucial questions: What do Europeans want from
their home? What creates satisfaction and wellbeing at home? Instead of asking directly, this
time the survey looked at what actually leads to
greater home satisfaction. The result is the eight
wellbeing at home factors listed in the infographic on the left. The ranking represents the sum of

Europeans in all the 14 countries surveyed for the
Barometer.

Size of the home turns out to be most important
factor for home satisfaction. This is followed by
the state of renovation of the home, which includes if the home is in need of renovation and
whether the technical equipment is up to date.
Placed third is living in a good neighbourhood.
All in all, eight factors are identified as being
important for home satisfaction and wellbeing.
They are listed in order of importance on the page
to the left. However, it is worth noting that the
differences are quite small in terms of how important each of these are for home satisfaction.
Please see appendix page 23 for an explanation
for these eight factors.

A happy home is an energizer

Europeans who are satisfied with their home are much more likely
to feel in good health and feel they have lots of energy.

Humidity
Avoid mould and damp

Kitchen

Heating
What will be the most popular home
improvement projects in 2015?

Bathroom

Bathroom
Floors

15

What drives wellbeing at home

What Europeans want – from
light in the day to sleep at night
Yes

State of renovation

2

What drives wellbeing at home

perceptions and drivers for investment and renovation.
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esearchers at Brown University (Providence, USA)
discover a new cell in the eye that acts as a photoreceptor and sets the body’s circadian clock. The discovery
proved for the first time how the natural cycles of light and
dark have a stabilizing effect on our sleep-wake rhythms
and provide many of the body’s internal processes with
essential time cues.

ENVIRON

T

he oil crisis of the 1970s, along with growing environmental concern, lead
to a paradigm shift in architecture, with many European countries introducing
legislation on energy efficiency, often at the expense of health considerations.
Window sizes were generally reduced, while buildings became more airtight and
ventilation was considered largely a cause of heat loss. This often led to inadequate
fresh air supply and increased levels of moisture in buildings, with subsequent
consequences in the health of residents.

VIRON

I

n his book ”The Athens Charter”, Le
Corbusier proclaims: “The sun is the
master of life ... The sun must penetrate
every dwelling several hours a day […]
Society will no longer tolerate a situation
where entire families are cut off from the
sun and thus doomed to declining health.”

EN

Z

onnestraal (“Ray of Sunlight”)
Sanatorium is established in Hilversum, The Netherlands. The building’s
almost total transparency satisfied the
medical demand for light and wellventilated rooms, all with direct access
onto a sun terrace where patients
could convalesce in the open air.

O

T

he Weissenhofsiedlung model settlement is built for a housing exhibition
in Stuttgart, Germany. Dutch architect J.J.P.
Oud, explained the concept as follows: “A
fundamental starting point for the creation
of this type of house was […] the situation
of the houses in relation to the sun.”

6

Fell their health is
good or excellent

7

8

Fell their have
lots of energy

35%

27%

Fell their health is
good or excellent

Fell their have
lots of energy
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Corbusier publishes ”Vers une
L eArchitecture”
(Towards a New

